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THE PRIOR RESTRAINT DOCTRINE IN THE
SUPREME COURT: A REEVALUATION
William P. Murphy*
I. Introduction
Among the legal devices which have developed for the protection of first
amendment rights is the well-known but sometimes little-understood doctrine of
prior restraint. First developed in seventeenth century England,' the doctrine is
now said to impose a heavy burden upon the government to justify its prior inter-
ference with free expression. 2 The Supreme Court has applied the doctrine to
invalidate laws restraining the solicitation of members for unions or religious
sects,' and to strike down laws requiring permits for parades and demonstrations
where some room for official discretion to grant or deny permits existed.4 The
doctrine has also been used to do away with numerous governmental devices for
screening or censoring films,5 books,' and plays,' and for levying a license tax on
the press.' Outside the realm of legislative action, the Court has struck down
injunctive orders prohibiting publication,9 distribution of leaflets,"° and the
gathering of members of an unpopular organization."
The foothold of the doctrine of prior restraint in first amendment law is
undeniably firm. As stated by the Court in Near v. Minnesota,2 "it has been
generally, if not universally, considered that it is the chief purpose of the [first
amendment] guaranty to prevent previous restraints upon publication." Although
more modestly described as "a leading purpose" of the first amendment in Lovell
v. Griffin,"3 it is quite clear that the Court has chosen to react strongly against
* Law clerk to the Hon. Edward R. Becker, United States District Judge for the Eastern
District of Pennsylvania; J.D., University of Pennsylvania Law School, 1976; A.B. University
of Scranton, 1973.
1 Emerson, The Doctrine of Prior Restraint, 20 LAw & CONT P. PROB. 648, 650-52
(1955); see Grosjean v. American Press Co., 297 U.S. 233, 245-48 (1936); text accompanying
notes 95-106 infra.
2 E.g., Southeastern Promotions, Ltd. v. Conrad, 420 U.S. 546, 558 (1975); New York
Times v. United States, 403 U.S. 713, 714 (1971); Organization for a Better Austin v. Keefe,
402 U.S. 415, 419 (1971); Freedman v. Maryland, 380 U.S. 51, 57 (1965); Bantam Books,
Inc. v. Sullivan, 372 U.S. 58, 70 (1963); Near v. Minnesota, 283 U.S. 697, 716 (1931).
3 E.g., Staub v. City of Baxley, 355 U.S. 313 (1958); Thomas v. Collins, 323 U.S. 516
(1945); Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U.S. 296 (1940).
4 Shuttlesworth v. City of Birmingham, 394 U.S. 147 (1969); cf. Niemotko v. Maryland,
340 U.S. 268 (1951) (permit for religious meeting); Kunz v. New York, 340 U.S. 290 (1951)
(permit for religious meeting); Lovell v. Griffin, 303 U.S. 444 (1938) (permit to distribute
literature). But cf. Walker v. City of Birmingham, 388 U.S. 307 (1967) (an injunction based
on a permit law which on its face appears discretionary may not be violated with impunity).
5 Freedman v. Maryland, 380 U.S. 51 (1965); Joseph Burstyn, Inc. v. Wilson, 343 U.S.
495 (1952).
6 Bantam Books, Inc. v. Sullivan, 372 U.S. 58 (1963).
7 Southeastern Promotions, Ltd. v. Conrad, 420 U.S. 546 (1975).
8 Grosjean v. American Press Co., 297 U.S. 233 (1936).
9 New York Times Co. v. United States, 403 U.S. 713 (1971); Near v. Minnesota, 283
U.S. 697 (1931).
10 Organization for a Better Austin v. Keefe, 402 U.S. 415 (1971); cf. Schneider v. State,
308 U.S. 147 (1939) (ordinance prohibiting distribution of literature).
11 Carroll v. Princess Anne, 393 U.S. 175 (1968).
12 283 U.S. 697, 713 (1931) (emphasis supplied).
13 303 U.S. 444, 451-52 (1938).
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any prior-in-form governmental encroachment on free expression.
At first glance, the prior restraint doctrine may appear to provide far-reach-
ing protection. Close examination, however, reveals that current application of
the doctrine is inadequate." This inadequacy arises from the Court's repeated
emphasis upon the form of the governmental restraint rather than upon the
chilling effects which may result from governmental interference with free expres-
sion, whether that interference seems prior-in-form (permits, licenses, injunc-
tions) or subsequent-in-form (criminal sanctions)."
The Court has labored to limit the doctrine's scope to prior-in-form re-
straints, stating recently in Southeastern Promotions, Ltd. v. Conrad' that "a
free society prefers to punish the few who abuse rights of speech after they break
the law than to throttle them and all others beforehand." Limiting the prior
restraint doctrine's application to prior-in-form restrictions has rendered its use
inconsistent and unpredictable. The chilling effects which inhere in some licens-
ing laws, permit laws, and injunctions could easily be reproduced or enhanced
through criminal sanctions proscribing the same conduct. Further, it is strikingly
ironic that many of the restraints which the Court has treated as prior-in-form
appear to have important subsequent-in-form qualities: licensing laws, permit
laws, and injunctions inhibit first amendment rights only because of the sub-
sequent-in-form criminal sanctions applied to violators.1 7 In this sense, the dis-
tinction between prior and subsequent restraints emphasized in Conrad is both
inaccurate and illogical."
The Court's failure to resolve the prior-in-form, subsequent-in-form dichot-
omy has rendered the prior restraint doctrine ineffectual as a protection for first
amendment interests in cases in which significant chilling effects result from pri-
marily subsequent-in-form sanctions. In such cases, those who seek to invalidate
the claimed governmental infringement cannot impose the heavy burden of
justification upon the government. Conversely, the Court's inconsistent treatment
may invalidate a prior-in-form governmental restriction which in reality portends
no serious chilling of first amendment freedoms because, in such.cases, the burden
of justification by the government may be unnecessarily increased. 9
It is the purpose of this article to scrutinize the Court's use of the prior
restraint doctrine and to propose a more realistic definition of a prior restraint-
one that will consistently include subsequent-in-form restraints which have a
substantial chilling effect on free expression, and exclude prior-in-form restraints
which are not accompanied by such an inhibitive effect. It is recommended that
judicial responsiveness to the substance rather than the form of a prior restraint
would render the doctrine more reasonable, predictable, and beneficial in the
14 Cf. Note, Prior Restraint-The Constitutional Question, 42 B.U.L. REV. 357 (1962);
Note, Prior Restraint-A Test of Invalidity in Free Speech Cases?, 49 COLUM. L. Rv. 1001
(1949).
15 See text accompanying notes 57-94 infra.
16 420 U.S. 546, 559 (1975); accord, Freedman v. Maryland, 380 U.S. 51, 58 (1965)';
Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U.S. 296, 308 (1940); see Patterson v. Colorado, 205 U.S. 454,
462 (1907).
17 See text accompanying notes 61-76 infra.
18 Conrad does, however, accurately describe the treatment (i.e. punishment) which most
subsequent-in-form restraints actually, if illogically, apply.
19 See note 2 & accompanying text supra.
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protection of first amendment rights.
II. Descriptive Analysis of the Prior Restraint Doctrine: Shielding
Arguable Rights from Prior-in-Form Interference
One salient feature of the prior restraint doctrine as currently applied is that
it does not in itself define the substantive rights which are protected under the
first amendment. By invalidating a restraint which is prior in form, the Court
does not ratify the conduct involved in any given case; rather, the Court nullifies
the government's method of restricting underlying conduct without prohibiting
restriction of the same conduct by an alternative means.2" This is made clear by
the statement in Conrad that under the first amendment there exists a preference
for subsequent punishment rather than prior restraint.2' Doubtlessly, part of the
reason for the continued attractiveness of the doctrine is that it provides a means
to dispose of cases on a narrow ground.
For the doctrine to operate at all, however, the underlying conduct which
has been infringed by the prior-in-form restraint must at least arguably be within
an area of first amendment protectionY.2  In such cases, prior-in-form interference
with an activity which may actually be outside the first amendment guarantee
will be invalidated to guard against the potential chilling effects on the exercise
of proximate rights which are clearly protected. Of course, the more closely the
restricted conduct is identified with protected first amendment expression, the less
useful the doctrine of prior restraint becomes. In fact, when there is a strong
case of actually protected conduct, applying the prior restraint doctrine tends to
truncate constitutional development and foster ambiguity by avoiding the task of
defining first amendment rights. This causes uncertainty both in the formulation
of future governmental restrictions and in determinations by private parties of the
safe limits for their expression. It is crucially important to place the doctrine's
role in this realistic context in order fully to comprehend its deficiencies.
A. The Nonfunctional Reference to the Prior Restraint Doctrine
The cases involving restrictions upon solicitation by unions and religious
sects illustrate a use of the prior restraint doctrine which does not advance first
amendment interests. In Cantwell v. Connecticut,2 for instance, a statute pro-
scribing the unlicensed solicitation of contributions for a religious cause was held
unconstitutional ostensibly because the decision to deny a license was discretionary
and thus fostered the censorship of religious activities. The Court's concern over
the prior-in-form nature of the restraint seems particularly irrelevant to its deci-
sion, however, because of the clear indications that there could be no valid pro-
hibition, not even subsequent-in-form criminal prohibition of the solicitation
20 See Emerson, supra note 1, at 648; notes 35-45 & accompanying text infra.
21 Text accompanying note 16 supra.
22 See Pittsburgh Press Co. v. Pittsburgh Comm'n on Human Rel., 413 U.S. 376, 390
(1973).
23 310 U.S. 296 (1940).
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conduct at issue.24 Such solicitation was held to be a constitutionally protected
religious activity, and, therefore, had there been no doctrine of prior restraint,
the decision in Cantwell should have remained the same: the constitutional im-
pediment was not one of form, but of substance.
Similarly, in Staub v. City of Baxley 5 the reference to the prior restraint
doctrine added little to the constitutional analysis. A union organizer who had
been going door to door in an attempt to enlist new members was convicted of
soliciting without a permit. The Court observed:
[Ain ordinance which, like this one, makes the peaceful enjoyment of free-
doms which the Constitution guarantees contingent upon the uncontrolled
will of an official-as by requiring a permit or license which may be granted
or withheld in the discretion of such official-is an unconstitutional censor-
ship or prior restraint upon the enjoyment of those freedoms. 2
The Court was not concerned merely with inhibiting effects of the prior form of
restriction, but also with the direct impact of the restraint upon rights of free
expression. The solicitation of union members constituted a first amendment
right, and any governmental interference with the substance of that right would
be unconstitutional regardless of whether it was prior or subsequent in form.
The reference to the prior restraint doctrine in Staub, as in Cantwell, is not func-
tional in the constitutional analysis; it serves only to describe the type of govern-
mental infringement involved in the case.
Thomas v. Collins" provides another illustration of a nonfunctional use of
the prior restraint doctrine in the solicitation context. A labor organizer was
enjoined from violating a Texas statute which required registration before solic-
iting members for labor unions. Thomas, having solicited without registration,
was fined and imprisoned for contempt. The Court indicated that no manner of
governmental restraint on expression advocating unionization would be tolerated;
even a nondiscretionary registration process would be impermissible:
If the exercise of the rights of free speech and free assembly cannot be made
a crime, we do not think this can be accomplished by the device of requiring
previous registration as a condition for exercising them and making such a
condition the foundation for restraining in advance their exercise and for
imposing a penalty for violating such a restraining order. 8
The analysis of the solicitation cases holds true for a number of other permit-
related cases which involve the right to distribute literature, to parade and demon-
24 Id. at 307; see Murdock v. Pennsylvania, 319 U.S. 105 (1943) (solicitation fees may
not be charged upon those selling religious literature).
25 355 U.S. 313 (1958).
26 Id. at 322 (emphasis supplied).
27 323 U.S. 516 (1945). But cf. Walker v. City of Birmingham, 388 U.S. 307 (1967). In
Walker a majority of the Court held that one may not violate with impunity an injunction
restricting free expression, even where the underlying statute is apparently void. It is quite
possible that in Thomas the crucial factor weighing in favor of the one violating an injunction
was that the statute was ultimately held unconstitutional, whereas the statute in Walker had
previously been "saved" by judicial construction. In another sense, however, Waker's emphasis
on the need to abide by an injunctive order, even if invalid, may indicate that the Thomas
exception has been undermined.
28 323 U.S. at 540.
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strate, and to gather for religious meetings. In Lovell v. Griffin2 an ordinance
prohibited the distribution of printed matter without a permit. In upholding
the right of a Jehovah's Witness to distribute without official discretionary per-
mission, a right which the Court characterized as deriving from the "freedom of
the press,"" ° the Court struck down the ordinance. Although the doctrine of
"freedom from previous restraint upon publication" 1 was mentioned, the Court,
as it did in Thomas, left little doubt that even a subsequent restraint, perhaps in
the form of a criminal sanction on pamphleteering, would not be tolerated. The
crucial aspect once again was the direct interference with an existing right, not
the prior form of that interference.
The prior restraint doctrine, although discussed in the Court's analysis, has
also been nonfunctional in the cases involving permit requirements for religious
meetings and demonstrations. In Niemotko v. Maryland,"3 for instance, it was
said to be "customary" to obtain a permit prior to the use of a public park for
meetings. Despite being denied a permit, a group of Jehovah's Witnesses held
Bible discussions in the park. They were arrested for disorderly conduct and con-
victed. The Court reversed the convictions and ostensibly based its decision on
the prior restraint of a discretionary permit:
It thus becomes apparent that the lack of standards in the license-issuing
"practice" renders that "practice" a prior restraint in contravention of the
Fourteenth Amendment, and that the completely arbitrary and discrimina-
tory refusal to grant the permit was a denial of equal protection. Inasmuch
as the basis of the convictions was the lack of permits, and that lack was,
in turn, due to the unconstitutional defects discussed, the convictions must
fall.33
A similar analysis was employed in Shuttlesworth v. Birmingham4 in which a
discretionary permit requirement for parades was invalidated as a prior restraint.
In both Niemotko and Shuttlesworth, however, the reference to a prior restraint
was little more than a characterization of the form of governmental infringement,
and not the underlying basis for the decisions. As in the solicitation and pam-
phleteering cases above, the reasoning of Niemotko and Shuttlesworth does not
support the preference for subsequent restraint expressed in Conrad."
The references to the prior restraint doctrine in these solicitation, pamphle-
teering, religious meeting, and demonstration cases, then, are unimportant to the
decision and probably unnecessary. In Cantwell, Staub, Thomas, Lovell, Nie-
motko, and Shuttlesworth the Court either directly stated or strongly implied
that the activities sought to be restrained were themselves protected by the first
amendment. There was no need for the Court to evaluate the chilling effects of
the statute or ordinance; the cases actually involved direct impairment of known
rights.
29 303 U.S. 444 (1938).
30 Id. at 451.
31 Id.
32 340 U.S. 268 (1951).
33 Id. at 273.
34 394 U.S. 147 (1969).
35 See text accompanying note 16 supra.
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The most likely explanation for the Court's repeated emphasis on the doc-
trine in these nonfunctional circumstances is that such reference was descriptive
of the governmental restraints. It is quite natural that the Court would respond
to permit laws which violated constitutional rights of free speech by castigating
their likeness to a system of censorship. There is, however, obvious danger in
relying upon any of the above cases as representations of the function of the prior
restraint doctrine; by these cases, it might appear that for the doctrine to operate
the particular governmental restraint must have infringed directly a discernible
constitutional right. In fact, the contrary is true: the doctrine is functional only
when no such right is clearly visible.
B. The Functional Use of the Prior Restraint Doctrine
As was pointed out above, the prior restraint doctrine has been the basis for
the Court's decision in cases in which there was some doubt whether the activity
sought to be restrained was itself protected. 6 In these cases there was either a
legitimate uncertainty about the activity's constitutional status or a judicial con-
cern for known, proximate rights, the exercise of which might be discouraged if
the restraints in question were upheld. In this context, of course, the prior re-
straint doctrine is not merely descriptive; the form of the restraint is objectionable.
Whether the underlying activity is protected is never considered. If the prior
restraint doctrine is to be evaluated for its effectiveness in protecting first amend-
ment freedoms, its application in the following types of cases must be examined:
1. Censorship of Publication, Films and Plays
In Joseph Burstyn, Inc. v. Wilson"7 a New York statute was struck down as
a prior restraint on the public showing of motion pictures. The scheme which
the New York legislature prescribed included the refusal to license films which
were "sacrilegious" in nature. The Court would not decide that the controversial
film whose license was withdrawn was in itself protected expression, although
Mr. Justice Reed would have so held. 8 The focus of the majority opinion was
instead shifted to the prior form of the censorship system. As a result, the govern-
ment could not meet the burden of justifying the restraint, especially in light of
the inhibitive ambiguity of the term "sacrilegious."38
Burstyn's emphasis on the doctrine of prior restraint is manifestly different
from the descriptive emphasis in Cantwell, Lovell, Niemotko, and Shuttlesworth.
The Court in Burstyn was not protecting a known right, but instead was prevent-
ing the restraint of arguably protected activity because of the danger that proxi-
mate, clearly protected expression would be chilled. In the Court's words:
Application of the "sacrilegious" test . . . might raise substantial ques-
tions under the First Amendment's guaranty of separate church and state
36 See Pittsburgh Press Co. v. Pittsburgh Comm'n on Human Rel., 413 U.S. 376, 390
(1973).
37 343 U.S. 495 (1952).
38 Id. at 507 (Reed, J., concurring).
39 Id. at 505-06.
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with freedom of worship for all. However, from the standpoint of freedom
of speech and the press, it is enough to point out that the state has no legiti-
mate interest in protecting any or all religions from views distasteful to them
which is sufficient to justify prior restraints upon the expression of those
views.
40
A number of other cases involving censorship of books, films or plays have
been decided in terms of the prior restraint doctrine, probably because of the dif-
ficulty of deciding on a case by case basis which expressions are constitutionally
protected. The sheer difficulty of establishing generally applicable standards for
defining obscenity has made the prior restraint doctrine a desirable tool.
In Bantam Books, Inc. v. Sullivan,4 1 a Rhode Island legislative plan for
preventing the dissemination of obscene printed matter established a Commission
to examine publications and recommend prosecutions. Two factors were decisive
in persuading the Court to strike down the legislative program as a prior restraint.
Findings in the state court indicated (1) that the Commission issued notices
aimed at intimidating publishers and distributors" and (2) that such notices and
intimidations actually resulted in the suppression of sales and circulation of nu-
merous publications.43 The Court reaffirmed its primary concern for chilling
effects upon protected expression, observing that:
the Fourteenth Amendment requires that regulation . . of obscenity con-
form to procedures that will ensure against the curtailment of constitutionally
protected expression, which is often separated from obscenity only by a dim
and uncertain line. It is characteristic of freedoms of expression in general
that they are vulnerable to gravely damaging yet barely visible encroach-
ments.44
Accompanying the frequent use of the prior restraint doctrine in "obscenity",
cases is a judicial sensitivity to refinement in the forms of governmental censor-
ship. In Freedman v. Maryland,45 it was again clear that the Court's reliance on
the doctrine was based on the potential chilling effects on protected expression
from the censorship of films which may be only near to, and not safely across,
the so-called "dim line" of constitutional protection. Although the Court in
Freedman invalidated a film licensing law which gave the licensor some discretion
as a censor, it did propose a method by which the government might effectively
seek to restrain the showing of truly obscene films without inhibiting the exercise
of protected rights. Under the Freedman test, a film may be restrained from
public showing only for a "brief period" in which the status quo is preserved
while the government, bearing the burden of proof, seeks a judicial determination
of the obscenity issue."
It must be pointed out that the Court's suggestion of refined procedures in
Freedman did not alter its concern that certain forms of restraint, even if exerted
40 Id. at 505 (emphasis supplied).
41 372 U.S. 58 (1963).
42 Id. at 63-64.
43 Id. at 64.
44 Id. at 66 (emphasis supplied,).
45 380 U.S. 51 (1965).
46 Id. at 58-59.
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upon only arguably protected expression, were unconstitutional. This concern
was, in fact, the basis for the Court's most recent prior restraint decision, South-
eastern Promotions, Ltd. v. Conrad.7 This decision reversed the City of Chicago's
refusal to allow the performance of the musical Hair in a municipal theatre be-
cause of the city government's failure to comply with the Freedman procedures.
2. The Injunction and the Functional Use of the Prior Restraint Doctrine
In Thomas48 a restraining order against unregistered solicitation of union
members was held to be invalid as a prior restraint. But, because the Court con-
sidered the conduct of soliciting to be protected under the first amendment, the
reference to the prior restraint doctrine was nonfunctional. Unlike Thomas,
Near v. Minnesota4 9 is a classic example of the functional use of the doctrine of
prior restraint. In Near, certain public officials had sought to enjoin, under the
authority of a Minnesota statute, the newspaper publication of alleged malicious
and scandalous matter concerning the involvement of those officials in organized
criminal activity. The Court found the prior form of the restraint impermissible,
but stated that it had "no occasion to inquire as to the permissible scope of sub-
sequent punishment.""0 Thus, all that was held invalid in Near was the injunc-
tive scheme. The publication may or may not have been protected, and in any
case could have been subjected to judicial scrutiny by way of criminal and civil
actions for libel.
Perhaps going beyond Near, the Court in Carroll v. Princess Anne5 em-
ployed the prior restraint doctrine to strike down an ex parte procedure for obtain-
ing a temporary restraining order against a public gathering. The order was
deemed to be a prior-in-form infringement. From the Court's discussion of the
underlying facts, there appeared to be a very close question whether a rally by a
"militantly racist" white supremacist organization involved protected speech. The
Court observed "that listeners might well have construed [the speaker's] words
as both a provocation to the Negroes in the crowd and an incitement to whites."52
The speeches in question could indeed have been words which were "likely to
cause an average addressee to fight" and, thus, under the holding in Chaplinski v.
New Hampshire,5" unprotected by the first amendment. Despite this proximity
to unprotected conduct the Court observed:
An order issued in the area of First Amendment rights must be couched in
the narrowest terms that will accomplish the pin-pointed objective per-
mitted by constitutional mandate and the essential needs of the public order.54
Even if some injunction could have withstood prior restraint attack, this parti-
47 420 U.S. 546 (1975).
48 323 U.S. 516 (1945).
49 283 U.S. 697 (1931).
50 Id. at 715.
51 393 U.S. 175 (1968).
52 Id. at 176.
53 315 U.S. 568 (1942); see Feiner v. New York, 340 U.S. 315 (1951); Terminello v.
Chicago, 337 U.S. 1 (1949).
54 393 at 183.
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cular injunction obtained by an ex parte procedure could not. Carroll involves a
very broad, functional use of the prior restraint doctrine, shielding probably un-
protected activity from what is thought to be a particularly chilling form of
intrusion.
Another famous prior restraint injunction case, New York Times Co. v.
United States,55 must also be classed as functional. This case did not hold that
the publication of alleged sensitive military information was protected by the first
amendment from subsequent attack in the form of criminal prosecutions. On
the contrary, criminal punishment was left open and in doubt,5" indicating that
the publication of the Pentagon Papers might well not have been protected
expression. Thus, the prior restraint doctrine, of its own force, produced the
Court's dramatic decision.
C. Conclusion
In the situations in which the doctrine of prior restraint has actually been
functional, i.e., where the underlying conduct is not protected and where it is
exclusively the form of the governmental restraint which is held invalid, the
definition of a prior restraint assumes extraordinary importance.
It has been noted that in all the "functional" cases, a decision on whether
the underlying conduct is in itself protected by the first amendment has been
avoided. But such avoidance is not harmful to first amendment interests if, de-
spite the failure to delineate protected areas, the Court uses the doctrine where
there is a legitimate doubt that the conduct sought to be restrained is protected
and where excessive chilling actually arises from the governmental intrusion.
However, if the conduct is itself clearly protected, that conduct should be so desig-
nated as in Thomas v. Collins"7 and Cantwell v. Connecticut.58 Otherwise, pro-
tected conduct might later be subjected to subsequent-in-form assaults by a per-
sistent legislature. Clearly, utilization of the doctrine in the "functional" cases
shields some conduct which is probably not constitutionally protected and much
that is only arguably protected. This potential overprotection, however, is merely
the price of uninhibited expression to the constitutional limits.
III. The Failure of the Subsequent-Prior Distinction
The preference stated in Conrad for after-the-fact punishment rather than
prior restraints is a prime feature of the functional prior restraint doctrine.59
55 403 U.S. 713 (1971).
56 See id. at 735-40 (White, J., concurring): "I would have no difficulty in sustaining
convictions under these [criminal] sections on facts that would not justify the intervention of
equity and the imposition of a prior restraint." Id. at 737.
57 323 U.S. 516 (1945).
58 310 U.S. 296 (1940).
59 Note 16 & accompanying text supra. But cf. Near v. Minnesota, 283 U.S. 697, 720-21
(1931).
In confirming that first amendment protections may extend beyond invalidation of prior
restraints the Court in Near stated: "The freedom of the press from previous restraint has
never been regarded as limited to such animadversions as lay outside the range of penal enact-
ments." Id. at 721. Notably, the Court was not purporting to extend the prior restraint doc-
trine to subsequent-in-form restraints; rather, it was confirming its power to strike down sub-
sequent restraints which directly impinged upon protected expression.
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The difficulty is that the preference is irrational whenever the subsequent-in-form
restraint has as much or more prior inhibitive effect than a prior-in-form restric-
tion. The Court has reacted inconsistently to this apparent breach of reason-
ableness by sometimes expanding the definition of a "prior" restraint sub silentio
to include restraints which are essentially subsequent in form."0 Yet the Court has
also explicitly denied such an extension. 1 The refusal of the Court to recognize
consistently the need to respond to chilling effects rather than to a seemingly prior
form has a potential for seriously harming first amendment interests. This in-
consistency may result in decisions holding that conduct which is only arguably
protected may be properly subjected to restraints which are subsequent-in-form,
such as criminal sanctions, even though the result would be to inhibit indirectly
the exercise of protected expression. The layer of insulation which the prior re-
straint doctrine should provide may thus be lost, and the government may avoid
the heavy burden of justification by changing prior-in-form restraints into sub-
sequent ones.
The other type of harm which inheres in an undue emphasis on form is the
relatively modest risk of using the doctrine to annul what is clearly a prior-in-
form restraint even though the restraint itself promises to create no appreciable
chilling effects upon first amendment interests. The harm which could arise
from this functional application of the prior restraint doctrine is an unreasonable
imposition of a heavy burden upon government to justify the restraint. As will
be seen from Pittsburgh Press Co. v. Pittsburgh Commission on Human Rela-
tions, 2 this particular difficulty is by no means insurmountable.
A. When Subsequent Means Prior
1. The Permit Laws and Subsequent Forms of Restraint
The cases which have made only descriptive use of the prior restraint doc-
trine have nevertheless served to define the type of restraint which may be classed
as prior. All of the nonfunctional cases treated above, Cantwell, Staub, Thomas,
Lovell, Niemotko and Shuttlesworth, involved in one form or another a permit
or license restriction on the dissemination of ideas. In addition, in all of those
cases the decision to grant the license or permit depended on more than simply
time, place and manner considerations. It was the Court's view that requiring
the procurement of such a discretionary license or permit before the planned
expression constituted a prior form of restraint. What the Court apparently did
not fully recognize is that the only reason the permit or license laws were a re-
straint was because of the threat of subsequent punishment. This is equally true
of the licensing scheme in Burstyn and Freedman 3 Were there no permit re-
quirement, but simply a criminal sanction against the desired expression, the prior
chilling effects would be at the very least just as great. The only potential dif-
ference might be a heightened certainty in the license context that a punishable
60 See text accompanying notes 63-81 infra.
61 Note 16 & accompanying text supra.
62 413 U.S. 376 (1973); see text accompanying notes 82-83 infra.
63 See text accompanying notes 37-47 supra.
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violation of the law was committed, thus producing a possible increase in chilling
effect. But even this difference would dissolve if the conduct was carefully defined
and declared illegal in a criminal statute, or if the penalty prescribed for that
general type of conduct was made extremely harsh. It would appear, therefore,
that the Court's unabashed reference to prior restraint in the permit cases hinged
on the mere formality of requiring something to be done by private parties in
advance of their contemplated expression.
The license example alone is enough to discredit Conrad's emphasis of the
doctrine's accepted rationale, that society prefers to punish after the fact. Con-
rad's stated rationale, however, is insufficient to render the prior restraint doctrine
meaningfully consistent.
One must look to Burstyn and Freedman, examples of functional prior
restraint permit cases, in order to appreciate the lack of merit in the prior-sub-
sequent distinction. Granted that the violation of a discretionary permit law of
the Burstyn and Freedman type would render a movie exhibitor fairly certain
that exhibiting a film could subject him to criminal penalties. An exhibitor, unless
he wished to bring a test case, would act without a permit only (1) when the
permit is denied because of the censor's belief that the film is obscene (let us say
that the film depicts adult nudity and it is this to which the censor objects) or
(2) when the exhibitor himself believed that the film would not be afforded a
permit. In these situations the inhibiting risk borne by an exhibitor would be
the risk of discovery by the authorities, for once discovered the exhibitor could
readily be convicted.
One must compare the effect of this discretionary permit scheme with that
of a law making criminal the showing of films which depict adult nudity. Such
a law would only inhibit the showing of films which actually contain such nudity,
thus rendering the exhibitor quite as certain that he is in violation of the law as
he would be if he had been denied or had failed to obtain a permit. The chilling
effects of the permit system may thus be reproduced, despite the difference in
form, for the inhibiting risk borne by the exhibitor in this case is also the risk of
being discovered.'
According to the current theory of prior restraint, the exhibitor who has
violated the discretionary permit law would not be subjected to an evaluation of
whether the film shown was protected. Instead, as in Burstyn and Freedman, the
Court would strike down the permit scheme as an unjustified prior restraint.
However, the Court might make the exhibitor who was subject to the criminal
sanction undergo an evaluation of the film's constitutionally protected status.6"
Even if expanded standing were available for facial attack, the defendant would
64 I have assumed the existence of equally effective enforcement of both the permit and
direct criminal schemes, as is quite possible. Even if enforcement of the direct criminal scheme
is less effective, an increase in penalty over that for permit violations can of course easily make
up the difference.
65 See Smith v. Goguen, 415 U.S. 566, 578 (1974); cf. Parker v. Levy, 417 U.S. 733,
760-61 (1974); Broadrick v. Oklahoma, 413 U.S. 601, 615-18 (1973).
In Gaguen the Court suggested that a facial attack upon a vague criminal statute will
not be permitted where the conduct of a defendant was plainly proscribed. The tendency
toward this approach threatens to make the prior restraint, subsequent restraint dichotomy
especially crucial. The danger of the limitation forecast by Goguen can be devastating where
statutes are overbroad but not vague, as in the example in the above text.
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be required to demonstrate that some of the matter directly prohibited by the
statute is in fact protected. The government would in either case be relieved of
the heavy burden of justifying the form of the restraint once the decisive issue
became the statute's claimed overbreadth.6 6 As the issues become more difficult,
of course, the disparity becomes more threatening. But the most important point
is that the permit law is no more inhibitive than the direct criminal prohibition.
Quite apart from statutes which might be attacked facially, a truly sub-
stantial problem also exists when a statute prohibits even unprotected conduct
through sanctions which are extremely severe. A statute prohibiting the utterance
of "fighting words" would ordinarily survive any constitutional attack. 7 But if
the penalty is great, many persons might be persuaded into caution, foregoing
even protected utterances. Therefore, such a statute when measured in terms of
its chilling effects should be viewed and evaluated as a prior restraint.
In addition, prior restraint analysis should be used to evaluate other statutes,
not vague or overbroad, which even without excessive penalties produce excessive
chilling effects purely because of their proximity to protected expression. Beau-
harnais v. Illinois" serves as an excellent example of a subsequent-in-form sanc-
tion with a corresponding significant chilling effect. In that case the Court up-
held an Illinois statute forbidding the distribution of literature defaming any
"class of citizens, of any race, color, creed or religion."69 The defendant's con-
viction was upheld despite the lack of a clear and present danger." The Court
observed:
Libelous utterances not being within the area of constitutionally protected
speech, it is unnecessary to consider the issues behind the phrase "clear and
present danger." Certainly no one would contend that obscene speech, for
example, may be punished only upon a showing of such circumstances.
Libel ... is in the same class.71
Justice Black responded in dissent: "Every expansion of the law of criminal libel
so as to punish discussion of matters of public concern means a corresponding
invasion of the area dedicated to free expression by the First Amendment."7 2
Had the Court analyzed the statute in terms of its prior chilling effects and
made use of the prior restraint doctrine, the decision in Beauharnais might well
have been different. Beauhtrnais was a case in which the racial slurs seemed
only arguably protected by the first amendment. Furthermore, upholding the
application of the Illinois group libel statute could indeed inhibit protected speech,
especially on unpopular social or political topics. Given the strict Conrad distinc-
tion between prior-in-form and subsequent-in-form restraints," however, it may
seem unlikely that this prior restraint analysis would be made in practice.
On the other hand, ironically, the legislative design for censoring obscene
66 See note 53 supra & accompanying text.
67 See note 2 supra & accompanying text.
68 343 U.S. 250 (1952).
69 Id. at 251.
70 See id. at 266.
71 Id.
72 Id. at 272 (Black, J., dissenting).
73 See note 16 & accompanying text supra.
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publications, at issue in Bantam Books, Inc., is itself particularly susceptible of
classification as a subsequent form of restraint although it received functional
treatment as a prior restraint. Under the Bantam scheme a Commission's sole
purpose was to recommend prosecutions under Rhode Island criminal laws which
forbade the promotion of obscene literature." In substance, therefore, the real
source of inhibition on expression was a classic subsequent criminal sanction;
nevertheless, the Court viewed the Commission's activities in "threatening" the
recommendation to prosecute as transforming a subsequent criminal sanction
into prior-in-form impingement. One is given to speculate whether a valid sub-
sequent punishment can become invalid as a prior restraint simply because that
subsequent punishment is well-known. Of great importance, however, is an indi-
cation from Bantam Books, Inc. that the Court is sometimes primarily concerned
with the effects of the restraint and is willing to stretch somewhat the definition
of a prior form in order to fulfill the true purpose of the prior restraint doctrine.
Bantam Books, Inc. is thus some authority for employing the doctrine to invali-
date prior chilling effects from purely subsequent-in-form restraints. Of course
the preference for subsequent punishment would then be obliterated, except
where the subsequent restraint is not in fact accompanied by chilling effects on
first amendment interests.
Conrad, in which the preference for subsequent punishments was most
recently expressed, presents an obvious barrier to any extension of the prior re-
straint doctrine. Yet unlike Burstyn, Freedman, or Bantam Books, Inc., Conrad
did not involve a restraint which might be described as subsequent in form. In
Conrad a theater company was denied use of a municipal auditorium because a
production of Hair was thought by municipal officials to be obscene.75 Thus,
there was simply no possibility of performing in the auditorium;76 unlike Burstyn,
Freedman, and Bantam Books, there was not an underlying criminal sanction. It
is ironic, but not surprising that the so-called "preference" would emerge so clear-
ly in a case in which there was no need to hedge on the definition of a prior, as
opposed to a subsequent, restraint. Conrad is, in fact, the least convincing con-
text for perpetuation of the preference for subsequent punishment; no subsequent-
in-form sanction was involved in the case, and the Court's statement was gratui-
tous dicta.
2. The Functional Injunction Cases as Subsequent Restraint
In Near v. Minnesota, 7 the Court preserved the possibility of subsequent
criminal or civil libel actions against the publication of stories connecting elected
officials with organized crime; but the Court held that the prior restraint of an
injunction against publication could not be maintained. In analyzing the prior
form of the injunction the Court made passing reference that the violation of an
injunctive order would subject the violator to contempt sanctions.7 It seemed
74 See text accompanying notes 41-44 supra.
75 Southeastern Promotions, Ltd. v. Conrad, 420 U.S. 546 (1975).
76 See Healy v. James, 408 U.S. 169 (1972) (denial of facilities by state university to
activist campus groups was a final exclusion in itself).
77 283 U.S. 697 (1931).
78 Id. at 713.
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unimportant to the Court that the injunction itself was not an absolute before-
hand bar to expression, just as the permit cases discussed above were not an
absolute bar. An injunction derives its force from the threat of subsequent punish-
ment for contempt and from the relative certainty that a violator will be punished
or required to provide compensation."s The Court in Near, as in most of the func-
tional prior restraint cases, was obviously reacting to the chilling effects of an
injunction rather than to its form. It is thus apparent that even the injunction
cases offer some support for using the prior restraint doctrine to respond to prior
inhibitive effects on, expression rather than prior form.
The case of Pittsburgh Press Co. v. Pittsburgh Commission on Human Rela-
tions"' offers even stronger suggestions that the argument for expanding the scope
of the prior restraint doctrine should be implemented. In that case, a city ordi-
nance forbidding sex-designated job classifications in newspapers became the
basis of both a Human Relations Commission order and a court order, enforce-
able via the contempt route. The order was upheld in the Supreme Court. Mr.
Justice Powell wrote for the majority:
The special vice of a prior restraint is that communication will be suppressed
either directly or indirectly by inducing excessive caution in the speaker, be-
fore an adequate determination that it is unprotected by the First Amend-
ment. The present order does not endanger arguably protected speech."'
Justice Powell's analysis in Pittsburgh Press Co. provides, without doubt, the most
rational and comprehensive analysis of the prior restraint issue. His focus was
indeed upon the effects of a restraint upon conduct which is in the gray area of
arguable protection. He was not preoccupied with the traditional jargon distin-
guishing prior forms from subsequent ones. This wisdom arose, however, in a
case in which the restraint was upheld; there is no solid indication that the Court
might affirmatively apply the doctrine according to the Pittsburgh Press Co.
rationale.
For the doctrine of prior restraint to be applied reasonably and consistently,
it must be applied without regard to the form of the governmental restraint. The
Court should respond to the potential inhibitive effects upon protected activities
in any case in which the expression sought to be restrained is arguably or possibly
protected by the first amendment. The dictum in Conrad stating the preference
for subsequent form should logically be confined in scope to subsequent-in-form
79 Either civil or criminal contempt may follow from the violation of an injunctive order.
See United States v. United ifne Workers, 330 U.S. 258 (1946). If a court imposed a mone-
tary obligation which would compensate a private litigant or if it imprisoned the violator of
the injunction on the condition that he purge himself of his contempt, then the contempt is
civil; but if the court imposed a fine or imprisonment upon the violator, the punishment is
intended to vindicate the authority of the court and the contempt is characterized as criminal.
See Gompers v. Bucks Stove & Range Co., 221 U.S. 418 (1911). In cases of serious criminal
contempt, i.e., cases involving more than six months imprisonment, a defendant is entitled to
trial by jury and all of the protections which accompany criminal trials. Bloom v. Illinois, 391
U.S. 194 (1968). The Court's application of procedural protections to serious contempt cases in
Bloom makes yet more striking the analogy to what is normally considered a subsequent system
of criminal punishment. This is not to say that the contempt sanction is not a prior restraint;
rather, it is a suggestion that subsequent form of restraint may well be prior restraints.
80 413 U.S. 376 (1973).
81 Id. at 390 (emphasis supplied).
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restraints which in fact create no serious chilling effects. Although a number of
decisions define prior-in-form restraints to include permit laws and injunctions
(restraints whose chilling power derives from the threat of subsequent punish-
ment), it is unfortunate that there is not a single case explicitly applying the doc-
trine to a restraint which is openly acknowledged as subsequent in form.
B. When Prior Does Not Mean Chilling
Although not potentially damaging to first amendment interests, one of the
risks of an overemphasis on form is the application of the prior restraint doctrine
where a restraint is prior in form but where the chilling effects on protected activ-
ity are not considerable. There is no need for the doctrine's protection in such
cases. But there is no specific discussion by the Court of a quantum of chilling
effects necessary to make a prior-in-form restraint invalid under the prior restraint
doctrine. The implication is that any restraint deemed to be prior in form auto-
matically transfers to the government a heavy burden of justification.
Although it is irrational not to afford prior restraint treatment to subsequent
forms of sanction engendering serious prior chilling effects, the likelihood of in-
hibitive effects, logically, are greater from the prior form of restraint. It is at least
rational, therefore, to invalidate all restraints which are prior in form. It is the
likelihood that a prior-in-form restraint will inhibit protected expression which,
most probably, prompted the "preference" for subsequent punishment. Yet in
Pittsburgh Press Co. the Court found that the order banning sex-designated job
listings was not defective as a prior restraint because there was no suppression of
communications."2 Pittsburgh Press Co. does indeed stand for the proposition
that even when a form of restraint can be deemed prior, according to the prec-
edents defining prior, an analysis of its chilling effects should be undertaken.
One should be careful, however, in defining prior-in-form restraints-those
which prevent expression in advance rather than those which merely threaten
subsequent punishment-in measuring the likelihood of inhibitive effects. In
Conrad, for instance, the Court found little need to evaluate the actual inhibition
of expression inherent in the refusal to permit a theatrical production in a munic-
ipal theater. It was enough that the truly prior-in-form restraint restricted access
to a public forum based on an official view that the matter to be presented was
obscene. It was not relevant, nor should it have been, that other theaters were
available:
Even if a privately owned forum had been available, that fact alone would
not justify an otherwise impermissible prior restraint. "[O]ne is not to have
the exercise of his liberty of expression in appropriate places abridged on the
plea that it may be exercised in some other place."8' 3
Although in most instances of an actual prior-in-form restraint, chilling ef-
fects upon free expression will follow, that likelihood is not sufficient in itself to
justify the use of the doctrine. Where no chilling effects can be found, as in
82 See id,
83 Southeastern Promotions, Ltd. v. Conrad, 420 U.S. 546, 556 (1975) (citation omitted).
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Pittsburgh Press Co., the Court should not apply the doctrine even though the
restraint is prior-in-form. It is unnecessary to make the same cautionary remarks
concerning uninhibitive subsequent-in-form restraints, given the Court's failure
to include explicitly within the scope of the doctrine even very chilling subsequent
restraints. But, logically, the same limitations on the doctrine apply.
C. New York Times v. Sullivan: When a Subsequent
Restraint Chills in Advance
New York Times Co. v. Sullivans4 is widely acknowledged to be a landmark
first amendment decision. At issue in that case was a state's ability to award
damages for libel in suits brought by public officials. The Court's technique in
limiting the system for adjudicating libel actions, a system purely subsequent in
form, is interesting in that it does not firmly rest upon a finding that some types
of libel were actually protected expression."5 Rather, the concern in Times is for
the effects on free expression which would develop if libel laws were too easily
enforced. The method in Times, although unfortunately not acknowledged in the
opinion, is closely analogous to an application of the doctrine of prior restraint.
Justice Brennan, writing for the majority, stated that: "erroneous statement is
inevitable in free debate, and it must be protected if the freedoms of expression
are to have the 'breathing space' that they 'need... to survive'...."" The Court
by this reasoning limited libel actions against public officials to instances in which
"malice" (the reckless or knowing publication of falsehood) is actually proved."7
Of course Times and its offspring Garrison v. Louisiana," where the Times
standard was extended to criminal libel prosecutions, do not articulate the prior
restraint connection. Nevertheless, what is conspicuously lacking from the
Court's analysis is an explanation of how conduct which had previously been
characterized as unprotected libel could assume direct constitutional protection.
As Justice Frankfurter had stated for the Court in Beauharnais:
Libelous utterances not being within the area of constitutionally protected
speech, it is unnecessary, either for us or for the State courts, to consider the
issues behind the phrase "clear and present danger." Certainly no one would
contend that obscene speech, for example, may be punished only upon a
showing of such circumstances. Libel, as we have seen, is in the same class.8 9
Justice Frankfurter's characterization of obscenity and libel as similarly unpro-
tected expression renders the Bantam Books, Inc. line of cases analogous to the
84 376 U.S. 254 (1964).
85 Respondent relies heavily.., on statements of this Court that the Constitution does
not protect libelous publications. Those statements do not foreclose our inquiry
here .... [Llibel can claim no talismanic immunity from constitutional limitations.
It must be measured by standards that satisfy the First Amendment.
.d. at 268-69 (footnote omitted).
86 Id. at 271-72.
87 Id. at 279-80. See also Note, 28 VAND. L. RIv. 887 (1975) (discussing the proposition
that even where malice is shown against public officials punitive damages should not be awarded
because they would constitute an excessive chill on first amendment rights).
88 379 U.S. 64 (1964).
89 Beauharnais v. Illinois, 343 U.S. 250, 266 (1952).
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Times treatment. In Bantam although obscenity was acknowledged as unpro-
tected, a scheme of enforcing criminal sanctions against obscene publications was
found to be inhibitive of expression in a borderline area of arguable protection. °
It is clear that the decision in Times arose out of the same desire to guard against
the chilling effects which inhere in some governmental restraints upon unpro-
tected, but nearly protected, conduct. Times treats the judicial enforcement of
libel laws that do not require proof of malice as an unconstitutionally chilling
method of restraint: a method which could have the effect of making newspapers
and magazines overcautious in criticizing public officials, a method which might
alternatively deter distribution of "national" news publications into essentially
rural states where hometown juries might react harshly to outside criticism of
local officials.9 '
Since the Times decision the Court has produced numerous extensions of
the Times standard. By failing to perceive that Times was, or should have been,
a prior restraint case not only does the Court foster inconsistency in the judicial
reaction to subsequent-in-form restraints which create prior inhibitive effects, the
Court also facilitates the misapprehension that what is recognized as only arguably
protected or nearly protected conduct can somehow assume absolute protection.
Indeed in Time, Inc. v. Hill2 the Court applied the Times standard to an in-
vasion of privacy case in which the plaintiffs were neither public officials nor
voluntary public figures, but rather were innocent victims of a crime. Dissenting,
Justice Harlan observed that the plaintiffs in Hill had no ready forum by which
to refute false depictions of the criminal event:
mhe distinction between the facts presented to us here and the situation at
issue in the New York Times case and its progeny casts serious doubt on that
grant of immunity and calls for a more limited "breathing space" than that
granted in criticism of public officials.98
Justice Harlan's objection was aptly directed at the chilling effects issue, that is,
the relative lack of inhibitive effects which might arise from application of a
standard less stringent than the one in Times. Had he employed directly a prior
restraint analysis, Justice Harlan would have denied the prior chilling element,
as the Court did in Pittsburgh Press Co.9"
90 See text accompanying notes 41-44 supra.
91 If a large "national" newspaper only does a modest business in some states, the threat
of a too-easily satisfied libel law and the corresponding danger of high awards by local juries
where plaintiff is a local resident would logically encourage that newspaper to terminate busi-
ness in those states in order to defeat local in personam jurisdiction. Thus the libel statute
before the Court in Times tended toward a multitude of inhibitive evils.
92 385 U.S. 374 (1967).
93 Id. at 407 (Harlan, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
94 See text accompanying note 77 supra.
The dissenting opinion of Justice Fortas joined by Chief Justice Warren and Justice Clark
in Time, Inc. v. Hill, although seemingly cast in balancing terms, also focuses its attention on
the chilling effects issue, stating:
I do not believe that we must or should . . . be ingenious to strike down all state
action, however circumspect, which penalizes the use of words as instruments of
aggression and personal assault. There are great and important values in our society,
none of which is greater than those reflected in the First Amendment, but which are
also fundamental and entitled to this Court's careful respect and protection.
385 U.S. at 412.
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By failing to perceive the prior restraint basis for the Times analysis, the
majority in Times, Inc. v. Hill ran the risk of giving too much credence to the
grants of "protection" for nonmalicious libel.95 Yet even the majority at least
considered the chilling effects analysis, finding that a negligence standard "would
place on the press the intolerable burden of guessing how a jury might assess the
reasonableness of steps taken by it to verify the accuracy of every reference....""
Treating Times as a prior restraint case would offer the states an opportunity
to develop ways of protecting against privacy invasions or even nonmalicious
libel providing there were no impermissible inhibitive effects. The procedures for
valid censorship outlined in Freedman7 serve as an indication that methods can
be devised by which conduct close to the border line of protection may be re-
strained by narrow and relatively uninhibitive means. However, as has been
suggested, the real importance of viewing Times as a prior restraint case is in
establishing the applicability of the doctrine to subsequent-in-form restraints that
create excessive inhibitive effects. Even though Times failed to articulate the
prior restraint analysis, it effectively instructs as to the need for something similar
in the context of subsequent restraints. In effect, Times is the logical extension of
Near v. Minnesota, which itself refused to decide whether a subsequent punish-
ment of libel was permissible in the circumstances of that case;9 and in effect
Times uses Near's analysis to protect against subsequent restraints creating chill-
ing effects in borderline areas. That the Court has impliedly treated the Times
standard as a device for invalidating prior restraints is, notably, supported by the
relatively recent case of Gertz v. Robert Welch, Inc. In this case a majority
recognized that the Times standard is not one of absolute protection. In fact, the
Times standard was discarded in Gertz in favor of a negligence standard for false
reports about a private individual.
IV. The Significance of the English Experience
The doctrine of prior restraint originated in England following the intro-
duction of the printing press early in the sixteenth century.' In a world of poor
communication, the nascent printing industry promised to provide vital stimu-
lation to England's many uneducated and unenlightened citizens. This great
potential was quite naturally perceived as a threat to a form of government which
95 See Rosenbloom v. Metromedia, 403 U.S. 29 (1971) (the Times standard extended to
the "breathing space" rationale); Rosenblatt v. Baer, 383 U.S. 75 (1966) (Times standard
applied to relatively minor public official); cf. Cox Broadcasting Co. v. Cohn, 95 S. Ct. 1029
(1975) (publication of rape victim's name protected where part of public record). But see
Gertz v. Robert Welch, Inc., 418 U.S. 323 (1974) ; text accompanying note 99 infra. In the
recent case of Time, Inc. v. Firestone, 96 S. Ct. 958 (1976), the Court refused to apply the
Times standard where plaintiff, although prominent and wealthy, was not involved in public
matters. Firestone portends a narrowing of the definition of a "public figure" and of the public's
legitimate informational interest, but again without a controlled reliance on the prior restraint
rationale.
96 385 U.S. at 389.
97 See text accompanying notes 45-46 supra.
98 See text accompanying note 50 supra.
99 418 U.S. 323 (1974); see Brosnahan, From Times v. Sullivan to Gertz v. Welch: Ten
Years of Balancing Libel Law and the First Amendment, 26 HASTINGS L.J. 777 (1975).
100 Emerson, supra note 1, at 650-52; see Grosjean v. American Press Co., 297 U.S. 233,
245-48 (1936).
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had not yet grown to appreciate the sensitivities of those governed. At an early
stage the English monarchy assumed control of printing by licensing printers and
presses, by limiting their numbers, and by requiring printers to post bond to secure
against heresy and sedition.'' By the year 1695 there had developed such politi-
cal opposition to "previous" governmental interference with publications that
censorship restraints were allowed to expire. 2
In the course of this struggle, there emerged a strong revulsion against
prior-in-form restraints, which was codified by Blackstone in his Commentaries
on the Laws of England:
The liberty of the press is indeed essential to the nature of a free state; but
this consists in laying no previous restraints upon publications, and not in
freedom from censure for criminal matter when published. 10 3
It is quite obvious that Conrad's preference for subsequent forms of intrusion
derived from the Blackstone analysis. Yet it must be remembered that Black-
stone's England did not have the protection of a first amendment.
The Court has often alluded to the English experience0 . in interpreting the
first amendment and especially in applying the doctrine of prior restraint. In
striking down an ordinance forbidding the distribution of literature in the streets,
the Court in Schneider v. State,' for instance, observed: "On this method of
communication the ordinance imposes a censorship, abuse of which engendered
the struggle in England which eventuated in the establishment of the doctrine
of freedom of the press embodied in our Constitution."'0 0 And in Grosjean v.
American Press Co. 0 the Court expressed its view that "the predominant influ-
ence [in the adoption of the first amendment] must have come from the English
experience.""' The Court in Grosjean proceeded to conclude that a tax on gross
receipts of newspaper advertising was an unconstitutional prior restraint, reason-
ing that not only censorship but also prior-in-form restraints which fostered cen-
sorship fell into disfavor in English history.
Yet aware that particular occurrences in English history could not exhaust
the potential forms of danger to first amendment interests, the Court in Grosjean
buttressed its reliance on the English experience by referring to a purpose of
broader scope: the preservation of "an untrammeled press as a vital source of
public information."'" By this reference even Grosjean expresses a need to re-
spond to prior chilling effects rather than purely to prior-in-form restraints; it
was, after all, possible to foresee inhibiting restraints which might not fit the
English prior restraint mould. Had the English Crown sought to control the
printing industry through severe criminal penalties rather than by licensing and
monopolizing, doubtlessly the same political furor would have arisen.
101 Emerson, supra note 1, at 650.
102 Id. at 651.
103 W. BLACKSTONE, 4 COMMENTARIES *151-52.
104 E.g., Grosjean v. American Press Co., 297 U.S. 233, 248 (1936).
105 308 U.S. 147 (1939).
106 Id. at 164.
107 297 U.S. 233 (1936).
108 Id. at 248.
109 Id. at 250.
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Reference to the "English experience" offers no reasonable escape from the
simple fact that the evils of censorship are not, in a world of ingenious minds,
limited to prior forms. The first amendment demands a broader protection than
that provided in Blackstone's dictum. The literal, and perhaps, the intended
meaning of the preference for subsequent sanctions asserted in Conrad unreason-
ably adopts the limited Blackstone view. However, the only reasonable appli-
cation of the English experience would be to respond to a distilled wisdom that
prior inhibitive effects, whatever the source, threaten the vitality of free speech
and a free press. The approach suggested in Pittsburgh Press Co."' would seem
to do this but it has yet to be applied affirmatively to invalidate a subsequent-in-
form restraint that produces prior chilling effects on protected expression. Any
other approach in reliance on the "English experience" would create an historical
literalism which could witness the decline of many first amendment interests."'
V. Conclusion
The doctrine of prior restraint is only necessary or useful in the protection
of first amendment rights when it shields those rights from the undue inhibitive
effects of governmental restraints. The doctrine is not needed when a govern-
mental restraint directly impairs a guaranteed freedom. It is useful only when
the direct object of the restraint is, at best, arguably protected, and the restraint
will have the effect of chilling expression that is protected. The Court's customary
reliance on the prior form of a restraint rather than on the prior chilling effects,
regardless of form, is unfortunate in that it permits legislative manipulation.
Many restraints which would be invalid if they technically required something
to be done in advance of expression (i.e. discretionary permit laws) can be repro-
duced in their inhibitive effects through subsequent-in-form restraints (such as
harsh criminal sanctions) which could survive vagueness and overbreadth attack.
The Court should seek to concentrate upon the effects of a restraint and not upon
the Blackstone characterization of the "English experience" as embodying a blind
preference for subsequent-in-form punishment.
The argument for applying the prior restraint doctrine to subsequent-in-form
restraints is supported by the Court's sometimes facile definition of a prior form
(as in Bantam Books, Inc., Burstyn, Freedman, and other cases) to include re-
straints which seem primarily subsequent-in-form. Moreover, in New York Times
v. Sullivan the Court has, without acknowledgement, treated libel laws in the
prior restraint pattern, examining and weighing the chilling effects of easily
broken libel laws upon protected expression. It would be a mistake for the Court
to read Times as imparting to nonmalicious, libelous publications a direct con-
stitutional protection. Were the prior restraint doctrine expressly referred to, the
110 413 U.S. 376 (1973); see text accompanying note 76 supra.
111 See P. BREST, PROCESSES OF CONSTITUTIONAL DECISIONMAXING 121 (1975). Professor
Brest describes Grosjean's reliance on the English experience as a fallacy akin to post hoc ergo
propter hoc reasoning. "[Elven assuming that those who framed and adopted the Constitution
were familiar and unhappy with the recounted events, it does not follow that a particular con-
stitutional provision was designed to prevent their occurrence." Id.
In a similar sense, it would be unwise to assume that Blackstone's amalgam of the British
political response to prior-in-form restraints limits the application of the prior restraint doctrine
under the first amendment.
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danger of misapplying Times beyond the areas of undue chilling effects on
protected expression would be reduced.
The most promising indication that the form of a restraint will no longer be
determinative in the use of the doctrine has come from Justice Powell, writing for
the Court in Pittsburgh Press Co.:
The special vice of a prior restraint is that communication will be suppressed
either directly or indirectly by inducing excessive caution in the speaker
before an adequate determination that it is unprotected by the First Amend-
ment."
2
The approach articulated by Justice Powell would properly do away with the
misleading standard, summarized in Conrad, that the prior restraint doctrine
somehow includes a preference for subsequent-in-form restraint. Under Justice
Powell's standard, and the one proposed herein, that preference would exist only
where the subsequent-in-form restraint did not in fact inhibit protected conduct.
112 413 U.S. at 390.
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